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7 Data-Driven Trends Impacting Tax
Operations
Despite chronic and pandemic-speci�c challenges however, the IRS is making strides
in returning to business as usual. 
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Few agencies are as perpetually tasked to “do more with less” than the Internal
Revenue Service (IRS). Despite chronic and pandemic-speci�c challenges however,
the IRS is making strides in returning to business as usual. 

According to the recently released National Taxpayer Advocate Annual Report to
Congress, “…the magnitude of successes exceeded the areas of weakness in 2023, and
most metrics showed signi�cant improvement from the depths of the [COVID-19]
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pandemic.” Progress was cited in eliminating most of its tax return backlog, more on-
time tax refunds, and improvements in customer service availability and
responsiveness. 

The Report acknowledges heady obstacles remain – many of which are shared by
global tax agencies in the areas of staf�ng, Generative AI, more sophisticated fraud
tax avoidance schemes, and the right path towards modernization. But with these
challenges come tremendous opportunities, rooted in data, analytics and AI.

For tax professionals and the clients they serve, there are seven prevailing trends
impacting tax agency operations and the ability to meet expectations for taxpayer
services delivery.

Explosion in data sharing
Tax agencies worldwide recognize the untapped potential of integrating new data
sources into their processes. New regulations like the EU’s DAC7 and DAC8 directives
offer signi�cant new data sources. Meanwhile, government agencies in various
countries continue to establish data analytics centers, while embracing the
opportunity represented by the analysis of open source information.

Beyond the proli�c amount collected, there are duplicate taxpayer records, cross-
border transactions, protection laws and everchanging regulations. But with a new
era of data sharing between tax administration and other parts of government,
uniting data and analytics silos across departments and divisions better empowers
agencies to crack down on tax evasion on a global scale.

Use of AI and generative AI against tax
agencies
As AI, particularly GenAI, becomes more prevalent, the technology has spurred
excitement — sometimes among the wrong crowd.

Fraudsters and tax evaders will use GenAI techniques to generate synthetic identities,
create false tax submissions or even create fake documentation for tax credits.
Organizations must �ght �re with �re. Powerful AI and analytics can augment the
talent of tax professionals, help agencies identify questionable documents at the
point of submission, focus their investigation efforts and improve compliance.
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Already, the IRS is tapping AI to investigate tax evasion perpetrated by hedge funds,
private equity groups, real estate investors, top law �rms and other larger
partnerships. Aided by AI, the IRS stated it will open examinations of 75 of the largest
partnerships ($10b+ in assets each). The Agency hopes that AI-aided investigations
of tax evasion will overcome staf�ng and resource challenges that has historically
made these complex cases so dif�cult to tackle.

Getting tax right the �rst time
Tax administrators have talked about pushing taxpayer service, education and
compliance further upstream for years. What has held them back so far? Siloed and
overly complex processes confuse honest taxpayers and give fraudsters opportunities
to hide.

By adopting real-time risk scoring at the point of submission, organizations can
make the “get tax right the �rst time” concept a reality. Agencies can provide real-
time information to tax professionals and the taxpayer at the point of tax �ling –
based on analysis of historical returns, audits and third-party data. Based on the
analysis, agencies can educate and respond directly to the individual. They can
empower taxpayer compliance, generate risk scores on a transactional level and
provide next-best actions.

Crack down on unexplained wealth

With cryptocurrency and cross-border opportunities, tax avoiders have started
hiding money with increasing sophistication, and authorities need help keeping
pace.

However, the resulting unexplained wealth offers tangible clues that something is
amiss, which can help tax agencies target their resources to claw some of the
advantages back. The key to success is connecting relevant data on obtained assets
and income from multiple sources – and doing so with precision.

Advanced analytics can help agencies create connections between different records
from various sources and handle large volumes of data. Tax agencies can identify
relationships among taxpayers and business entities and detect suspicious cross-
border movement of monies.

Sharing innovation with developing countries
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Governments worldwide are joining forces to combat money laundering and tax
evasion because they recognize these crimes as threats to national stability. In 2024,
groups such as the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development,
Centro Interamericano de Administraciones Tributarias and the US Federation of
Tax Administrators will continue to facilitate such sharing.

As direct peer-to-peer sharing increases tax agencies in developing countries will
bene�t. They may even skip generations of technologies to implement green�eld
solutions that deliver great value from the start. Proper technology solutions support
increasing transparency and openness, the exchange of analytics models, and the
sharing of best practices.

Facing the skills shortage

Demographic shifts, budget limitations and competition from the private sector are
in�uencing the availability of talent, leading to un�lled vacancies and the loss of
institutional knowledge.

Congressional testimony last year by IRS Commissioner Danny Werfel addressed
how In�ation Reduction Act-funded hiring efforts – adding 5,000 employees –
bene�ted the taxpayer experience. One example is a dramatic jump from the IRS’
ability to answer taxpayer questions from 15% in 2022 to 85% in 2023.  

The story doesn’t end with adding manpower, however. Hiring, training and
retaining are the keys to overcoming staf�ng challenges. Tax agencies must ensure
they are investing in the right skills for the future – and a new approach to workforce
planning, readiness and retention. Better training can lead to increased employee
satisfaction, reduced turnover and better services to citizens.

Agencies can make the best possible use of their most valuable employees by
streamlining processes. An analytics platform can help everyone work together,
regardless of skill set. No-code/low-code environments integrate data from virtually
any source, enabling data governance to track data and lineage. The advantage: a
reduced burden on strained administrators.

Gaining citizen trust while embracing modernization

AI offers a compelling opportunity to achieve new levels of transparency and
openness. Tax agencies have traditionally been cautious about adopting cutting-edge
technologies until they have been tried and tested in other sectors. The tipping point
for technologies such as AI has been reached.
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Ef�cient tax agencies can demonstrate the bene�t of these new technology-driven
processes to taxpayers. They can do this by showing taxpayers the bene�ts, including
less stressful interactions and greater insight into their tax requirements.

Trustworthy AI capabilities like bias detection can identify whether particular
groups of people are being unfairly targeted for enforced compliance activities. Built-
in explainability means the reasons behind decisions can be clearly delineated.
Organizations will have control over analytics models, enabling them to tailor them
to their precise requirements, monitor for model drift and demonstrate the impact of
every change.

Future, meet present

With fraudsters already aggressively seizing the power of AI for nefarious purposes,
tax agencies are �ghting battles that seemed like distant threats merely two years
ago. They have to do this while still ful�lling their basic mission for citizens. Massive
amounts of data still have to be crunched simply to make sure money goes where it’s
supposed to, when it’s supposed to.

====
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